Collagen: the organic matrix of bone.
Collagen is the principal organic matrix in bone. The triple helical region of the molecule is 1014 amino acids long. In fibrils these molecules are staggered axially by integers of 234 residues or 68 nm (D). This axial shift occurs by self-assembly and can be understood in terms of a periodicity in the occurrence of apolar and polar residues in the amino acid sequence. Because the molecular length L = 4.47 D, there are gaps 1.5 X 36.5 nm regularly arrayed throughout the fibrils. The three-dimensional molecular arrangement is a quasi-hexagonal lattice with three distinct values for the principal interplanar spacings. Analysis of the intensity distribution in the medium-angle X-ray diffraction patterns from tendons has produced the following picture of the molecular arrangement in fibrils (Fraser et al. 1983). The molecular helices have a coherent length of 32 nm and are tilted parallel to a specific place within the lattice. A regular azimuthal interaction exists between these helices. This crystalline region could be the overlap region with a non-crystalline gap region. However, the gap is still regular axially and the molecular helices retain their structure; their lateral packing is perturbed although they retain a 'gap'. Neutron and X-ray scattering experiments have shown that calcium hydroxyapatite crystals occur in the gap and are nucleated at a specific though unknown location within the gap. The c-axis of the apatite crystals is parallel to the fibril axis and its length c = 0.688 nm is close to the axial periodicity in a protein with an extended beta-conformation. If the telopeptides at the end of a collagen molecule do have this conformation they would either have a highly heterogeneous conformation or exist in a folded manner because the overall length of the telopeptides is shorter than a regular collagen repeat of 0.029 nm would allow.